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Outline

• Supervised machine learning
• Decision making
• Recommender Systems / Matrix Factorization
• AI safety and fairness



Deep Neural Networks
∀problems p,  NN(p) gives 10+% improvement

Neural network with input layer, 3 hidden layers, and output layer –
nodes are fully connected between each layer and the next



Why do NN Work So Well?

• ML theory:  “Not clear…”
• Exploit GPU data centers
• Automates feature creation & selection
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• But how many hidden layers?   How many nodes?



Automatic Machine Learning

• Fully automated machine learning
– Good for the masses
– Better than data scientists

• Patterns from one problem transfer to 
another: “Learning to learn”

• No more tuning hyper-parameters



Program synthesis

Excel’s “Flash Fill” feature [Gulwani] automagically synthesizes a macro, e.g., to 
extract numbers from cells with text and numbers, based on only one example.



Recommender Systems
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… as Matrix Factorization
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… as Matrix Factorization
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Matrix factorization is used to represent each movie (and user)
with a low-dimensional vector of numbers in a “latent space.”

Matrix factorization is also used for information extraction and 
many other applications.

⋍



Reinforcement Learning
for Autonomous Decision Making

• Model world as a Markov decision process (MDP):
– Set of states s ∈ S
– Set of actions (per state) A
– Unknown transition model P(s’  |  a, s)
– (Maybe unknown) reward function R(s,a,s’) 

• Objective: maximize discounted sum of actions
• Learn long-term value of executing action in state: Q(a, s)

– Then always execute action with highest value
– Challenge: explore vs. exploit



Applications of RL 
• MSR Project Malmo: 

– Using Minecraft to build more intelligent technology

• Which ad to display?
• Computers play Atari games from raw pixels
• AlphaGo beats world champion
• Self-driving vehicles

Autonomous helicopter Go board



Advances in RL

• Deep Reinforcement Learning
– Represent value function as Neural Network

• Monte-Carlo tree search 
– Explore exponential # of futures by sampling
– Improve with self-play



AI Safety and Fairness

• Singularity/Skynet fears
Bill Gates: “I don’t understand why some people 
aren’t concerned”
Andrew Ng is less worried about Skynet than 
overpopulation on Mars

• AI weapons
• Unintended consequences
• Misplaced trust



AI Safety and Fairness
Explainable AI

– How can human understand what ML system learned?
– Did it ‘understand’?

– A historic problem, but deep NN make it much worse 

[Ribeiro et al] LIME explains a classifier with sparse linear 
approximation generated to be fidelitous in the region of an example



AI Safety and Fairness

• Trolled AI
– Microsoft Tay

• Biased ML
– Google image labeling: black -> gorilla 
– Court sentencing, loan terms
– Word embeddings amplify bias



Word embeddings amplify bias

man : king :: woman :: queen
father : doctor :: mother : nurse
he : computer programmer :: she : homemaker 

CMU graduate student computer science
[Bolukbasi et al 2016]

1. John     javascript…
2. Mary    javascript…

king + woman – man ≈ queen 

300-dimension “Word2vec” embedding 
trained on Google News



Conclusions

• Exciting time – AI winter is over
– Computers learning to ‘understand’ people
– Computers will be virtual assistants, write 

programs, help people 

• Concerns
– Safety
– Fairness
– Future of work
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